Nanoparticles and CNS Delivery of Therapeutic Agents in the Treatment of Primary Brain Tumors
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Abstract: Patients affected by malignant brain tumor present an extremely poor prognosis, notwithstanding improvements in surgery techniques and therapeutic protocols. Late diagnosis and the limitation of conventional therapies are major reasons for this unsolved clinical problem. The blood-brain barrier formed by a complex of endothelial cells, astrocyte and pericytes reduces notably the diffusion of a large number of therapeutic agents. Nanotechnology involves the design, synthesis, and characterization of materials and devices that have a functional organization in at least one dimension on the nanometer scale. The nanoparticles have emerged as potential vectors for brain delivery able to overcome the difficulties of modern strategies. Nanoparticles drug delivery systems can be, also, used to provide targeted delivery of drugs, improve bioavailability, sustains release of drugs for systemic delivery. Moreover, multi-functionality can be engineered into a single nanoplatform so that it can provide tumor-specific detection, treatment, and follow-up monitoring.

In this study we will focus on the blood-brain barrier role and possibilities of its therapeutic overcoming. Recent studies of some kinds of nanoparticles systems in brain tumors treatment are summarized.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States the incidence rate for primary brain and nervous system tumors is 20.6 cases per 100,000; one-third of these lesions are malignant [1]. Metastatic brain tumors are the most common intracranial neoplasm in adults, and although the exact incidence is unknown, it has been estimated that they can occur in up to 30% of patients [2]. Classically, brain tumors are based on consequence of abnormal growth of a specific cell type [3]. Gliomas are the most common primary brain tumors in adults with a worldwide incidence of approximately 7 out of 100,000 individuals per year [4]. The WHO classification further divided glial tumors evaluating the principal cell type and the degree of anaplasia [3].

Surgery is the standard treatment for brain tumors; the objective is to preserve and improve the quality of life and prolong the survival of the patient. However, in patients affected by glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), despite recent advances in traditional therapeutic approaches, including the gamma knife and chemotherapy with temozolamide, the average survival is around 15 months [5-7]. Radiation therapy and chemotherapy are non-invasive options used as adjuvant therapy, but may also be effective for treating early phases of the disease. However, radiotherapy gives limited benefits and causes side effects. The value of systemic chemotherapy is limited by the blood-brain barrier (BBB) that limits the passage of a large number of therapeutic compounds and by toxic effects on healthy cells [8-11].

Nanoparticles (NPs) are able to increase transport across the BBB and for this reason can be adopted in the treatment of brain tumors. NPs are microstructural materials with a length scale less than 100nm. Since their first advent in the 1970s, NPs have been notably developed and applied to several fields, including biomedicine [12]. The sub-micron size of nanoparticle systems confers considerable advantages, including targeted delivery, higher- and deeper tissue penetrability, and greater cellular uptake [13]. NPs can be engineered to be multifunctional showing the ability to target diseased tissue, carry imaging agents for detection, and deliver multiple therapeutic agents for combination therapy. By encapsulating drugs inside a nanocarrier the solubility and stability of the drugs can be improved [4]. Chemotherapy-loaded NPs have resulted in sustained release formulations that can lower systemic toxicity and produce greater antitumor effects.

In this study we will focus on the brain drug delivery and on the potential efficacy of the nanoparticles drug delivery systems in brain tumors treatment.

BRAIN DRUG DELIVERY

The BBB is a functional structure that limits the transport of molecules between the blood and the
brain. BBB function is to maintain a constant environment inside the brain and to protect the brain against toxic substances [5]. Key components of the BBB include the tight junctions between endothelial cells, the pericytes in the basement membrane, and the astrocyte endfoot processes. The BBB is highly permeable to water, $\text{CO}_2$, oxygen and lipid-soluble substances like alcohol, while it is slightly permeable to electrolytes, and almost completely impermeable to plasma proteins and many organic molecules. In addition the presence of efflux pumps, multidrug resistance proteins and the exposure of degrading enzymes in further decrease the efficacy of many chemotherapeutic drugs [14].

Physiological approaches to cross the BBB evaluated the capacity of specific substances such as glucose, insulin, growth hormones and low-density lipoproteins to interact with specific receptors in order to penetrate the BBB [14]. These approaches are favoured by the necessity of the brain for essential nutrients, by the brain's high perfusion rate and by reduced distances that separate its capillaries. The receptor-mediated transcytosis is characterized by targeting selected receptors at the BBB by specific ligands, modified ligands, and antibodies. Therapeutic compounds cross the BBB after conjugation to these specific ligands. Adsorptive-mediated endocytosis is characterized by an electrostatic interaction between a positively charged substance and the negatively charged sites on the brain endothelial cell surface [15]. This approach permits the passage of various peptides such as albumin, dextran, ferritin, IgG.

The intranasal delivery is a non-invasive method of bypassing the BBB delivering the substances to the nasal epithelium. The highly permeable nasal epithelium allows rapid drug absorption to the brain due to high total blood flow, porous endothelial membrane, and large surface area [16]. Nevertheless intranasal delivery can damage the nasal mucosa when frequently used and the drug can be rapidly cleared by the mucociliary system [17].

The temporary disruption of the BBB represents another strategy for the cross of the BBB. Hypertonic solutions can open the tight junctions thanks to their higher osmotic pressure, which leads to a shrinking of cerebrovascular endothelial cells and subsequent disarrangement of extracellular proteins [16, 18]. This technique is currently used clinically for delivering of chemotherapy to the CNS in patients with brain tumors. Biologically vasoactive agents such as bradykinin, angiotensin peptides, leukotrienes, and histamine are also capable to disrupt the BBB. Intracerebral delivery involves intrathecal or intraventricular catheters strategies or controlled release matrices. These techniques are highly invasive and related to important disadvantages such as infections, catheter obstruction, and limited volume of drug distribution. Micro-particles can be easily implanted stereotaxically in precise areas of the brain without damaging the surrounding tissue. Local delivery of chemotherapeutic agent's increases drug concentration at the tumor target, decreases systemic exposure and toxicities, and increases the duration of exposure of the tumor to the drug.

Prodrugs are pharmacologically inactive compounds that result from transient chemical modifications of biologically active species. The chemical change improves some deficient physicochemical property, such as membrane permeability or water solubility. After administration, the prodrug is converted to the active form, usually via a single activating step. Once in the CNS, hydrolysis of the modifying group will release the active compound. While increased lipophilicity may improve movement across the BBB, it also tends to increase uptake into other tissues, causing an increased tissue burden. Moreover, while increased lipophilicity may facilitate drug uptake into the CNS, it also enhances efflux processes. This can result in poor tissue retention and reduced biological efficacy.

Genetic engineering is used to produce either chimeric or humanized forms of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) [19]. The most potent antibody-based molecular Trojan horse known to date is the one against the human insulin receptor [20]. Recently, this antibody has been humanized, and shown to cross the BBB in vivo in non-human primates [19]. Certain peptidomimetic monoclonal antibodies act as ligands for the receptor mediated transport (RMT) systems present on the BBB. These RMT-specific antibodies bind epitopes on the receptor which are spatially removed from the endogenous ligand binding site. The peptidomimetic MAbs act as Trojan horses to ferry across the barrier drugs, proteins, antisense agents, or non-viral plasmid DNA.

Convection-enhanced drug delivery (CED) consists in a local microinfusion of drug targeted directly to brain tissue. The basics consist in a continuous infusion pressure gradient to result in distribution of the drugs into the interstitial space. The CED technique is used primarily for large molecular weight agents that show
minimal leakage across the BBB and/or have significant systemic toxicity, including viruses, oligonucleotides, nanoparticles, liposome, and targeted immunotoxins [21]. Parameters that affect CED volume of distribution include infusion parameters (rate, volume, duration, cannula size), infusate characteristics (molecular weight, surface properties), and tissue properties (tissue density, extracellular space, vascularity, and interstitial fluid pressure) [22]. Mechanisms for CED treatment failure include distribution inhomogeneity, high interstitial fluid pressure, and rapid efflux of agent from the injection site.

**NANOPARTICLES DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS AND APPLICATION IN BRAIN TUMORS**

NPs drug delivery systems have been produced with the principal aim to improve the biodistribution and therapeutic index of therapeutic compounds. Drugs can be absorbed onto the surface, encapsulated, or dissolved within the matrix of these vehicles. The use of NP systems implies a reduced dose of drug and a selective drug delivery to target tumor cells. The process occurs both into the tumoral core and in the distal areas of the lesion, also characterized from integrity of the BBB [10]. This evidence is crucial in early diagnosis, in recurrences, in preoperative histological and grade diagnosis, and in preoperative treatment planning. However, the primary consideration when designing any drug delivery system is to achieve more effective therapies, by controlling the drug concentration in the therapeutic window, reducing cytotoxic effects, and improving patient compliance. By using nanotechnology in drug design and delivery, it will be also possible to deliver the drug to the targeted tissue, to release the drug at the controlled rate, and to escape from degradation processes. In brain tumor treatment, various molecules implicated in different pathways, such as apoptosis escape, tumor neoangiogenesis, and invasion have been studied as possible targets of novel therapeutic models. The possibility to block more contemporary pathway into tumor by molecular-based targeted approaches represents an interesting therapeutic strategy to deliver drugs and/or genetic probes into neoplastic cells [5, 12].

Nanoparticles like polymers, micelles, liposomes, graphene are efficiency drugs delivery systems.

**Polymeric Nanoparticles**

Polymeric NPs are arranged of different natural or synthetic biodegradable polymers. Polymeric NPs are formulated using emulsion/solvent evaporation or solvent displacement techniques. Using these methods, a variety of therapeutic agents including both low molecular weight drugs and high molecular weight DNA or antisense oligonucleotides can be encapsulated [23]. Polymeric NPs are structured in two different forms, nanospheres and nanocapsules. In nanospheres, the drug is dispersed in a polymeric matrix, whereas in nanocapsules, the drug is contained in a hydrophobic core surrounded by a polymeric membrane [24]. These carriers show a higher stability in biological fluids and against the enzymatic metabolism. The core matrix of these NPs can be composed by various biodegradable polymers, such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) PLGA, chitosan, poly(alkylcyanoacrylate) PACA, poly(butylcyanoacrylate) PBCA, poly(lysine), poly(ε-caprolactone), and PAsp (polyaspartate). Polymeric NPs have been used as transport vectors for various substances after intravenous injection such as hexapeptide dalargin, loperamide, tubocurarine and doxorubicin [25]. Paclitaxel is a potent anticancer agent less useful for clinical administration due to its poor solubility. This drug, encapsulated in PLGA intermingled with vitamin E, and tocopheryl polyethylene glycol succinate (TPGS) has shown good activity and much faster administration in comparison to traditional formulation [26]. More, poly(ethylene glycol)-co-poly(e-caprolactone) (PEGPCL) NPs were conjugated to Angiopep and structured with paclitaxel. The administration of this compound in U87 MG glioma cells evidenced a higher cell uptake and stronger inhibition and apoptosis toward glioma cells due to LRP-mediated endocytosis [27]. The evaluation of the complex ketoprofen-loaded biodegradable polymer nanocapsules (Keto-NC), in various glioma cell lines, has demonstrated decreased cell viability, and a reduction in vivo of glioma growth. Further, the authors observed not evidenced toxicity to astrocytes [28]. In another study, a polymeric NP vector was structured with iron oxide, for MR imaging, and temozolomide (TMZ) [29]. The observations showed a clear reduction of the growth of glioma xenografts and an extension of the survival of animals. In a recent study, the plasmid encoding proapoptotic Apo2 ligand/tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (Apo2L/TRAIL) was structured with cationic albumin-pegylated NP. The intravenous injection of this complex into the host cell genome caused inhibition of tumor growth and an extended survival [30].

**Micelles**

Micelles are amphiphilic spherical structures composed of a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic
shell. The hydrophilic shell stabilizes the micelle in an aqueous environment for intravenous delivery and the hydrophobic core stores a payload of drug for therapy [31-32]. Micelles are highly biocompatible and show a remarkable flexibility in terms of design modification. This can allow the incorporation of a range of drug release mechanisms and targeting moieties into their structure [33]. Micelles can be engineered by means of ligand coupling or addition of pH-sensitive moieties according to the biological characteristics of the diseased site for active targeting. Micelles are internalized into the cells via fluid-state endocytosis. The lesion may be exploited with micelles by exploiting the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, by making micelles of stimuli responsive amphiphilic block copolymers, or by attaching specific targeting ligand molecules to the micelle surface [34]. The tumor vasculature features such as leaky endothelial cells, increased vascular tortuosity, abnormal basement membrane, increased the permeability of the tumoral vessels. Thus, numerous studies have shown that the EPR effect causes passive accumulation of macromolecules and NPs in solid tumor, enhancing the therapeutic index while decreasing side effects.

17-Allylamino-17-demethoxy geldanamycin (17-AAG) is an inhibitor of heat shock protein 90 (HSP90), a member of chaperone proteins that regulate various phases of cellular proliferation and survival. However, 17-AAG shows poor water solubility, a short biological half-life and evident hepatotoxicity limiting its clinical use. In a recent study, the authors structured polymeric micelles composed of Pluronic ®P-123 incorporating 17-AAG [35]. The authors evidenced, in U87MG human GBM cells, a 5-fold increase in the cytotoxicity of 17-AAG-loaded micelles. A polyanion complex micelle was conjugated with an RGD-containing pentapeptide, ie, c(RGDfC, Cyclo(-Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Phe-Cys), forming an encapsulated poly-(aspartic acid) ion complex, ie, the c(RGDfC) polyionic complex micelle. c(RGDfC) polyion complex micelles selectively inhibited proliferation of glioma cells in vitro [36]. Zhan et al. designed the cyclic RGD peptide (cRGD) with PEG-PEI polymeric micelle for delivery of the gene for tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (pORF-hTRAIL). In U87 mouse model, the authors demonstrated a increased survival in these animal models [37]. Jiang et al. studied the cRGD-modified poly(trimethylene carbonate)-based micelles coupled with paclitaxel in an intracranial U87MG mouse model. cRGD modification was found to enhance micellar penetration into U87MG glioma spheroids in culture as well as into intracranial tumors in vivo [38]. Recently a complex characterized by biodegradable poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PEG-PCL) copolymeric micelles and biotin groups was structured. The compound was, successively bounded to transferring (Tf). The flow cytometer measurement demonstrated the targeting ability of the NPs to tumor cells in vitro [39]. More, mice treated with Tf-modified micelles containing paclitaxel showed significantly prolonged survival when compared to animals treated with Taxol [40]. Recently, a promising chemotherapeutic drug (SN-38) incorporated in micelles was compared with camptotheicin (CPT)-11, for the treatment of GBM in mice. The results demonstrated that micelles coupled with SN-38 showed more relevant growth-inhibitory effects than those of CPT-11 [41].

**Liposomes**

Liposomes are vesicles made up of a lipid bilayer resembling a cell membrane. The liposome bilayer is mainly composed of phospholipids and cholesterol. Pharmacokinetics and bioavailability of liposome-based drugs depend on size, charge, membrane lipid packing, and steric stabilization, as well as on the administered dose and route of administration. After PEGylation modification, liposomes behave as a sterically stabilized one, due to enhanced hydrophilicity imparted by polymers’ hydrophilic chains, a lower contact angle between particles and phagocytic cells of body, and due to the lesser interaction between serum opsonins, thereby preventing opsonisation [42]. Because of their characteristics, liposomes are attractive transport systems, especially for delivering drugs to the brain. Glioma cells show an increased expression of IL-13 receptor α2 on their surface cells. In a recent study, has been demonstrated the inhibition of the growth of subcutaneously implanted gliomas; in this experimental study, the authors have structured a liposome coupled with doxorubicin and targeted with conjugated IL-13 [43]. PEGylated doxorubicin loaded liposomes can enhance delivery across the BBB after intravenous administration in rabbits. Doxorubicin was present in the brain only after administration of the NP formulation and the extent of doxorubicin transport was dependent on the extent of PEG modification [44]. The efficacy of the combination of temozolomide and pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (PLD) in patients affected by GBM was also evaluated. The median time to progression was 6.2 months and overall survival was 13.4 months [45]. In a phase-I/II trial, the effects of pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (Caelyx™, PEG-Dox)
and prolonged administration of temozolomide in addition to radiotherapy were investigated in patients affected by GBM. The study confirmed the safety and feasibility of the approach, without however indicating improved treatment effects [46].

Graphene Nanoparticles

Graphene is an innovative two-dimensional nanomaterial possessing particular chemical configuration, unique physical, electronic, optical, thermal and mechanical characteristics [47-48]. It is a carbon allotrope with a bidimensional hexagonal structure and, together with its related derivatives, such as graphene oxide (GO), has shown great potentials in the biomedical research [49-50]. GO is a versatile material for various applications which range from targeting controlled drug/gene delivery, photothermal and photodynamic cancer therapy, biological sensing and imaging, to multifunctional nanoplatforms [51]. In oncology, GO nanoparticles (GONPs) have been studied for the treatment of different tumor types, both as native molecule and as drug delivery vehicle [51-53]. As an example, non-targeted GONPs were tested for the treatment of primary tumors given its enhanced permeability and retention effect [54]. Instead, other researches were conducted in targeted nanomaterials to detect, visualize, and destroy cancer cells with minimal side effects on normal cells [55].

One of the first attempts at using graphene for the treatment of gliomas employed its property as carrier. The chemotherapeutic drug 1,3-bis(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea (BCNU), widely used for the treatment of brain tumors, has poor thermal stability and a short half-life. Immobilization of BCNU on a nanocarrier might increase its stability and extend its half-life. GONPs were conjugated with polyacrylic acid (PAA) to improve the aqueous solubility and increase the cell penetration efficacy, and used as nanocarrier for BCNU. This nanocarrier significantly prolonged the half-life of bound BCNU and showed efficient intracellular uptake by GL261 cancer cells [56]. The photothermal activity of graphene has also been investigated in the treatment of brain tumors. The mechanisms of graphene-mediated photothermal killing of cancer cells apparently involved oxidative stress and mitochondrial membrane depolarization resulting in mixed apoptotic and necrotic cell death characterized by caspase activation/DNA fragmentation and cell membrane damage, respectively. Despite lower NIR-absorbing capacity, a suspension of polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated graphene sheets exposed to NIR radiation generated more heat than carbon nanotubes under the same conditions. Subsequently, graphene nanoparticles performed significantly better in inducing photothermal death of U251 human glioma cells in vitro [57]. A more recent study combined the chemophotothermal targeted therapy of gliomas within one novel multifunctional drug delivery system using a targeting peptide (IP)-modified mesoporous silica-coated graphene nanosheet (GSPID). Doxorubicin (DOX) was conjugated with the GSPID-based system (GSPID), showing synergistic chemo-photothermal properties. Cytotoxicity experiments demonstrated a highest rate of death of glioma cells compared to that of single chemotherapy or photothermal therapy. Furthermore, the IP modification could significantly enhance the accumulation of GSPID within glioma cells. Exposure to graphene induced apoptosis in both glioma cell lines but with different results: 68% in U87 and 99% in U118 cells [58].

CONCLUSIONS

Nanotechnology is the developed of functional systems at molecular scale obtained through the finely controlled manipulation of matter on atomic, molecular, and supramolecular scale. Nanotechnology has been developing rapidly in the field of biomedicine and provides various choices in disease diagnosis and treatment.

The treatment of brain tumors remains nowadays a great challenge. Targeted therapies have been recently applied in different kinds of tumor, achieving also interesting results in some cases, but their efficacy remains low when practiced in brain tumor. The major biological challenge is to identify efficient targets on brain tumors. However, there are several factors underlying the disappointing results in brain cancer treatment including limited tumor cell drug uptake, intracellular drug metabolism, inherent tumor sensitivity to chemotherapy, cellular mechanisms of resistance, and poor delivery through the BBB.

Brain tumors and especially GBM show a complex biologic process characterized by various steps and numerous key molecules. For this reason, probably, a therapy acting on a single molecular mechanism results ineffective. A better knowledge of the genetic bases of gliomas and of the invasive behavior may suggest more molecular targets to overcome these limits [59]. New genomic approaches have allowed the subdivision of the brain tumors into molecular subtypes [60-61]. Emerging therapeutic targets are those broadly
referred to as members of the DNA damage response (DDR). There are now quite a few small molecule inhibitors targeting the DDR. These include inhibitors of poly-(ADP)-ribose polymerase (PARP), ataxia telangiectasia (A-T) mutated (ATM) kinase, A-T and RAD3-related (ATR) kinase, and the checkpoint kinases CHK1 and CHK2 [62-63]. More, others potential molecular targets are represented by the inhibitor of apoptosis family (IAP, c-IAP1, livin), by metalloproteinases, and by clusterin. Interleukin-8 that acts within HIF-1α pathway could represent another valid target [5, 64-65].

Nanotechnology provides a innovative opportunity of molecular treatment thanks to the engineering of nanomedicines specifically interacting with tumor cells and able to cross the BBB. Being tumor-specific targeted, nanodrugs will show more efficacies with fewer side effects because it is possible to use of a lower dose of drug with a selective delivery to target tumor cells. NPs are able to detect the tumor at an early-stage and act on cancer-specific markers. It is, also, possible to take selective contrast enhancement molecules to visualize brain tumors and to study in vivo all of their characteristics in a higher definition. Engineering of NPs for combined therapeutic and diagnostic applications (theranostic nanoparticles) requires that the surface of NPs can be modified to achieve targeted delivery and improved biocompatibility. Compounds may also be encapsulated within the interior core of NPs for multiple functions creating multifunctional nanoparticle platforms. Platforms are able to target multiple tumor markers and deliver multiple agents simultaneously, acting as diagnostic molecular imaging agents and carrying different type of drug at same time. For the in situ delivery of biological molecules, cell encapsulation provides a promising alternative, with the advantage of BBB circumvention, long term release of the active therapeutic molecule and reduced side effects. Although nano-derived applications have great potentials, there are some concerns about their adverse effects on human health and environment as suggested by nanotoxicology research. That because the properties that make NPs so promising can have an impact on the ecosystem, depending on the size, shape, and chemical composition of the particle. Nanotechnology is still a relatively young field, and little is known about the long-term effects of exposure to nanomaterials, especially in clearance organs such as the liver, spleen, and kidneys. Only a few data support the utilization of the materials constituting these nanotechnology based systems in view of drug transport across the BBB and delivery into the brain for human applications. Furthermore, the potential toxicity associated with the wide variety of nanomaterials available, ranges from completely inert to highly toxic. There is the need for further studies aimed at getting a basic understanding on how they interact with the biological system in terms of biocompatibility and biodistribution, and biosafety.
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